
Favourite Place.





oyo gets you rocking 
everywhere.

oyo is new, daring and unique. It attracts attention and it is immediately  

obvious that this chair is a statement and an all-rounder which moves grace-

fully between retro and modern, and that it has what it takes to be a design 

classic: oyo – The Chair.

This new chair from aeris not only looks good, it is of course also highly  

functional, technologically advanced and ergonomic. The oyo is the world’s 

first combination of a saddle seat, shell chair and rocking chair. A completely  

new way of sitting which invites you to move more and assume all sorts of 

different sitting positions.

The oyo is not only stylish, but also variable. In the conference room, meeting 

area or at home – the oyo adds style and motion through its timeless and 

dynamic design.

oyo is love at first sit. Its flowing shape embraces you with a growing feeling 

of wellbeing as you sit. And the best part: the oyo always rocks you into a 

good mood.

The details:

chrome glossywhite matt

 Cover material „Nexus“ in brilliant colours: 

Noble trend style with cover material “Luna” in felt: 

Base colours:

Size: width: 52cm | 20.5", height: 92.5cm | 36.4", depth: 67.5cm | 26.6"

Weight: 9.8kg | 21.6lbs

Seat width/depth: 40cm/43cm | 15.8"/16.9"

Frame:  tubular steel, chrome glossy or white matt

Floor protection:   universal skids for use on practically all floors, fleece tape supplied
 for particularly sensitive floor surfaces

Seat shell:   glass-fibre reinforced plastic and special soft foam

Load:   up to 120kg | 265lbs

red kiwigraphite

pacific orangesand-
stone

currywarm-
grey

lightgrey-
melange



aeris GmbH

Hans-Stießberger-Straße 2a 

85540 Haar bei München

Germany 

Tel +49 (0)89-900 506-0

info@aeris.de

www.aeris.de

oyo puts a splash  
of colour in your life.

Just get in touch with us.
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